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r years we have spoken of how IUSB is growing and maturing, from seedling to stalk.

This issue of Vision highlights dramatic reasons to leave behind this talk of fledgling hopes

and future dreams and to recognize what IUSB has become.
Of primary importance is the vision of new IU president Myles Brand, which includes a

substantial role for this campus. In our profile of Brand, the new president takes an outsider's
look at IUSB and sees a pathfinder for campuses like ours across the nation. Brand looks to
lUSB to consider not only how we serve our students and our community, but

Pe accumulation of
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horizons reflect shifts in
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how we can help shape the dialogue about the future of higher education.
We accept his challenge with enthusiasm, for he is only encouraging us on a
path we already have taken.
The accumulation of new land and structures is so dramatic that it is not
enough to say our face has changed. Our new horizons reflect shifts in size,
stature and status.
Having planned an extraordinarily beautiful development of our new property
across the St. Joseph River, we have become caretakers of the community's most
historic resource. On either side of the river, structures rise in response to the
services our students demand.
We take time in this edition to consider the inten-elationship of these physical
changes with the structure of our campus life. In all instances, we find ourselves

attaining new academic and collegial heights. Most importantly, we have done so while
fo1tifying our tradition of serving the commuter student.
We have passed the point where we should describe the campus as "changing." We are
mature, and getting more mature. We've grown remarkably and are planning to grow further. We
will take President Brand up on his challenge, and offer our model as an example for the nation.

Daniel Cohen
Chancellor
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By Kay M. Cochrane

About a year ago, I attended a lecture
entilled "Winds of Change or The Future is
Not What It Used To Be." Bill Poppei ,
associate professor of finance at DePaul
University, encouraged his audience to prepare for the future, to try to anticipate how
today ' breakthroughs will effect the quality of life for future generations. It made me
want to jump into a time machine and head
right into the 21st century.
Who could have predicted the impact
inventions like the telephone in 1877, the
motion picture in 1893 or the airplane in
1903 would eventually have on today's
global society? More importantly, where
will the discoveries of the '90s like
nanoprocessing, genetic engineering and
magnetic levitation lead us?
Those of us who work in higher education recognize that the future of the next
generation is largely cast in institutions Like
Indiana University. So when we talk of the
future of higher education, the future of
can1puses like IUSB, we are talking about
how well the next generation will be prepared to meet the challenges of its era.
Thi means establishing new academic programs, providing the resources necessary for faculty research, building technologically advanced classrooms, anticipating
what students will need to succeed in the
next century. This also means enlisting support from alumni, local communities and
state legislators to insure excellence in
American higher education.
It is not easy to look to the future and
to imagine its possibilities. Nonetheless, IU
President Myles Brand and IUSB
Chancellor Dan Cohen are charged with
that task. 1n a recent letter directed to members of IU's Hoosiers for Higher Education,
Brand noted, "Change is not a choice. We
must challenge each other to think expansively and to debate vigorously bold new
directions in education, breaking from conventional paradigms in creative ways."
As alumni and friends of IUSB, we
are mandated to work collectively to support our university leadership in this
endeavor. Our backing is critical to their
success.
Stay in tune wi th the issues facing
higher education. Advocate the university's
interests among friend , business associates
and legislators. Get involved with faculty
and students on the IUSB campus. Give
your financial support. Do whatever you
can because you are the future of TUSB. •
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PIANO STUDENTS EXCEL IN KEY
COMPETITION
Three students of Martin Professor
of Piano Alexander Toradze thrilled audiences and critics alike last summer during the Gina Bachauer International
Piano Competition in Salt Lake City,
Utah. George Yatchnadze won fourth
place and a $4,000 cash prize and distinguished himself as the only student from
a United States university among the top
six contenders. Tamara Gurevich and
Maxim Mogilevsky placed in the top 20
in what had been a field of 63. Gurevich
was the only female who placed in the
top 20. Salt Lake City music critic
William S. Goodfellow acknowledged
IUSB 's strong showing, noting as well
that the performance of IUSB students
outstripped other American music programs including Julliard. The Bachauer
is considered one of the nation 's most
prestigious pi ano competitions.

CENTER IN TEACHING EXCELLENCE
OPENS DOORS HERE
FACET, the Faculty Colloquium on
Excellence in Teaching, has moved its
headquarters from IU Bloomington to
IUSB. Eileen Bender, special assistant to
the IUSB chancellor and a professor of
English, continues to head FACET. She
organ ized the group in 1988 when she
was serving as associate dean of faculties
for former IU President Thomas Ehrlich.
FACET began as a special retreat in
wh ich the best IU system instructors - as
nominated by their peers - met to discuss
advances and changes in higher
education teaching. From such sessions
came Quick Hits, a handy guidebook of
successful teaching strategies published
this fall by IU Press.
With almost 200 FACET alumni, the
organ ization ha grown into a resource
group for teaching excellence. The
university administration is tapping

George Vatchnad:e and Tamara Gurevich resume their piano studies at !USE following 0 111sranding pe1formances rhis summer in rhe Gina Bachauer lnrernational Piano Competirion.

New Student Welcome Day provided a
fesril'e opportunity to get comfortable
wirh the campus before classes began.
More than 1,000 students atrended the
comhination orientation and party.

FACET members for a system leadership
task force that wi ll write a university
miss ion statement on teaching.
FACET will continue to have a systemwide identity, according to Bender.
But located at IUSB where almost one in
four full-time facu lty have won awards in
teaching excellence, she expects to have
ready access to a well-q ualified sounding
board. IU Pres ident Myles Brand,
acknowledging IUSB 's reputation for
teaching excellence, considers IUSB
"well positioned to play a systemwide
leadership role" in encouraging teaching
excellence.
The move compliments a change in
classifications for IUSB. The IU Board
of Trustees has officially designated
IUSB as "a comprehensive university."
The category acknowledges the campus's
multidimensional status as a provider of
an extensive mix of programs with the
liberal arts and sciences at the core, a
range of professional programs and a significant range of graduate programs.

/USS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
PLANS FALL EVENTS
The IUSB Al umni Association wi ll
host a reception following the November
2 concert of Alexander Toradze, IUSB
Martin professor of piano. The concert
will take place at the Main Auditorium at
8 pm. Tickets can be obtained by calling
the IUSB Box Office at 219/237-4203.
The second annual tailgate party to
tip-off the IUSB Titan basketball season
will be held on November l l at the
Brown School parking lot. The Alumni
Association will provide hot dogs, snacks
and soft drinks - you provide the cheer.
Alumni , faculty, students and guests are
invited to join the festiv ities beginning at
6:30 pm until the IUSB game at 8: 15 pm.
Reservations can be made by calling the

Office of Al umni Affairs, 219/237-438 1.

REMEMBERING HIS STUDENTS
THROUGH/USS
IUSB was a daily part of the scenery
in the li fe of Alan H. Rensberger, who
worked across the street from campus, at
Adams High School. But the students who
returned from IUSB to visit Rensberger
also tied the late guidance counselor to the
university. Rensberger remembered the
campus with a gift from his estate valuing
more than $7,000.
Lynda! Fox, Rensberger's longtime
colleague, said Rensberger worked closely
with lUSB admissions advisors and financial aid representatives. Rensberger died
in September, 1992.
ENROLLMENT INCREASE
CONTRADICTS SYSTEM TREND
Enrollment increased by 1.1 percent
thi s fa ll over last fall's enrollment,
although the number of course hours students are taking has dropped slightly.
Almost 8,000 students enrolled, resuming
an eight-year growth trend. A slight drop
in enrollment last fall primarily reflected a
change in financial assistance for out-ofstate students.
The increase was the largest among
the IU-managed campuses. An overall IU
system decline is believed to be tied to
increased opportunities in employment
across the state which forced part-time
students to choose between work and their
studies.
NEW BOARD MEMBERS WELCOMED
Four new members of the IUSB
Alumni Association Board of Directors
were welcomed by President Lucky
Rezn ik, MSBA'76, during the board's
August 24 meeting. Joining the board are
Julianne Miranda, BA Mus'89, represent-

Sign-up was brisk at the IUSB St11de111 Association sponsored
"Club Daze" thisfa ll.
A steady stream ofstudents kept workers busy during final
regisrration days in.A11g11sr.
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ing the Division of the A11s; Rosemary
Zirille Spalding, MPA'85, representing
the School of Public and Environmental
Affairs; Christine Lauber, BS '70,
MSBA'73, MBA'89, and Marie Mengel,
BA"76, members-at-large.
Newly elected officers include
Reznik, Michael Wargo, AS CJ'81,
BGS'82. vice president; Larry E.
Lentych, BS'69, secretary; and Marilyn
Peacock, MS Ed'74. Douglas Mick,
BS'74 will serve as immediate past president.
Returning board members are
Kathryn M. McLaughlin, BA'73, representing the Division of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; Jean Chandonia, BGS '83. representing the School of Continuing
Studies; Darcia King-O"Blenis, BS
Ed'83, MS Ed'89, representing the
Division of Education; and members-atlarge, Patricia Lodyga, BS'76; Erin Yan
Dieren, MS Ed'90; Mary Jo Ehrich,
BA'75, MS Ed'80; Lyn Leone, MPA'82.
John Yoorde, BS'68, will continue to
serve as fUSB 's Executive Council representative.

GIVING FUTURE TEACHERS
ABETTER START
The elementary education faculty
has launched a partnership with the
South Bend Community School
Corporation that will put TUSB juniors
and seniors into pubEc school classrooms
while they are studying the methods they
eventually wi ll use with children.
The Partnership School Project has
won the enthusiastic support of dozens of
teachers in five different South Bend

Kirk Root. MA'84 MBA'89 , left, hosted
corporate representatives Debbie
Shearer ofSuperior Business Forms:
Bob Holke of CopyRite; and Phil
Ho/dread of Fidler Inc.. at the annual
alumni golf outing at Robin Hood Golf
Course last A11g11st. The three businesses were among hole sponsors ofthe
tournament which raised money for athletic scholarships.

schools, who will work one-on-one with
IUSB students. More than 120 IUSB elementary education students are helping
in regularly-assigned classroom settings
for four hours a week. A partnership with
Elkhart schools is in the planning stages.
Bm·bara Divins, IUSB director of
elementary education, has been organizing these changes since her anival in
1992, with the help of faculty John
McEneaney, Laurie Hale, Connie
Sprague, Marie Doyle, Dan Holm and
Marilyn Nash .

PLYMOUTH OFFICE OPENS
TO WARM WELCOME
Busine ses along U.S. 31 in
Plymouth sported marquees that read
"Welcome. IUSB." Such enthusiasm wa
common in August as IUSB opened its
new Plymouth administration and student services offices in the NIPSCO
Service Center. The company is donating
the space in support of fUSB 's new presence in the communjty.
Plymouth residents are enrolled this
fall in five different undergraduate courses being offered njghts in Plymouth lligh
School. The Division of Cont inuing
Education also opened shop with a conversational Spanish course.
Cour e option were determined by
a survey of community businesses and
residents conducted by Lynn Fall, field
coordinator of IUSB 's off-campus programs and a Plymouth resident. To get
the word out, local grocers allowed Fall
to place surveys in customers' bags.

WAL-MART ADDS IUSB
TO DISTINGUISHED LIST
Wal-Ma11 Stores, Inc. has included
IUSB among 135 colleges and universities it supports to further technological
education.
The corporation has added fUSB to
its Wal-Mart Competitive Edge
Scholarship Program. The program provides a fou r-year scholarsh ip valued at
$20,000 to a student who i pursuing a
career in the sciences or technology.
Cindee Gay, a recent LaYi lie High
School graduate and a member of the
fUSB Honors Program, i recipient. She
plans to major in physics.
The Competitive Edge Scholar hip
represents Wal-Mart's commitment to
the growth and strength of technologyintensive industries that affect America's
success in the global marketplace. The
135 participating universities were
selected on the trength of their technology-related programs.

lutionary shift in book-making from the
traditions of manual craftsmanship to the
computer.
Exhibits of the works of these print
ai1ists are on-going on campus, in the
South Bend Regional Museum of Art and
the Northern Indiana Historical Society.
This summer, the best in collegiate
graphics were on display for the 24th
annual design competition of the
University and College Designer
Association. Some 1,250 entries from
higher education institutions in the
United States, Canada and Mexico gave
fUSB graphics students a taste of the professional world.
The contest al o gave students a
chance to rub elbows with some of the
nation's most distinguished graphic
designers: McRay Magleby, Michael
Yanderbyl and Jennifer Morla. All work
on collegiate graphics arts faculties and
have won national recognition for their
commercial work.

VISUAL PATHFINDERS
ASSEMBLE ON CAMPUS
The best minds in the print, paper
and book-making arts discussed the revolutionary changes in their field a they
assembled at fUSB for the first symposium of the Mid-American Print Council
in October. Alan Larkin, associate professor of fine arts, founded the group and
organized the conference on campus.
The meeting exposed students to the
latest techniques in print and book-making arts, such as the use of computers to
create digital images. It also gave fac ulty
members from a dozen mid-American
states the opportunity to discuss the revo-

IUSB SECURITY DIRECTOR
NOMINATED TO FEDERAL POST
Michael D. Carrington says he is
leaving behjnd a "labor of love" to
become U.S. Marshal for Northern
Indiana. Carrington has taught as an
IUSB adjunct since the campus criminal
ju tice program began in 1973. His 20year teaching career eventually earned
him a title as associate adjunct professor
with the School of Public and
Environmental Affairs.
In 1979, he took over duties as
IUSB director of safety and security.
Under his direction, the department grew
from about five officers to IO full-time
and five part-time employees.
Professionalism became a hallmark of the
department as CaiTington hired sworn
police officers and safety specialists
licensed to provide emergency medical
care.
A lengthy career in city, county and
state safety and criminal justice made
Carrington the perfect choice for U.S.
Rep. Tim Roemer, who recommended
him to President Bill Clinton and U.S.
Attorney General Janet Reno. Both gave
Carrington high praise, with Reno telling
Roemer he couldn't have found a better
candidate.
As Vision went to press, Carrington
was awaiting Senate approval, a step
Roemer assures wi ll be smooth. As one
of 94 U.S. Marshals nationally,
Carrington will oversee the handling of
federal prisoners, safety in the federal
courts of his district and the work of a
cadre of career civil service marshals.

IUSB and NIPSCO represellfatires commemorated the opening of the nell' IUSB Plymouth student sen·ices office by hanging the campus banner. From left are Les Lamon, IUSB vice chc111cel/or ofacademic affairs; Lynn Fall, 1l'ho directs the new office; Barbara D. Haas, NIPSCO
group vice president, consumer sen•ices; Jacqueline Caul, IUSB director ofoff-campus programs, and Terry L. Brewer, NIPSCO consumer and community relations representative.
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CROSSI NG
THE
RIVER:
THE CHANGING
FACE OF IUSB
By Gail Hinchion Mancini

Em

the top of the

Schurz Library lies the most peaceful scene.
The St. Joseph River, passageway of the voyagers
who founded the area,flows north among roots of
cottonwood. A green, undeveloped parkway anchors
the river's other side -23 acres ofwhat had served
as a center of entertainment and amusement since
before the turn ofthe century.
At the turn of the next century, a student in the library
will glance up at the same property to see IUSB teams
at play, or students spilling from student housing to
take up games of tennis or basketball.
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In this future scene, the graceful
advance of a ·lighted bridge unifies this new
territory with the old and connects, as well,
with a ribbon of trail that links the campus
to the center of South Bend. It is a sign of
faith in this vision that U.S. Congressman
Tim Roemer rallied the House for federal
planning funds to transfer this image to
architectural specifics.
Once, the river defined the edge of
campus. Today, this former recreational site
acquired, IUSB has crossed the river. Plans
for recreational and housing facilities punctuate, in a physical way, an institution
whose community and purpose have
expanded.
"We no longer only serve people who
are place-bound. That was the original purpose of this campus. Now we also serve
people who choose to come, who could go
somewhere else, but come here," said
Chancellor Daniel Cohen.
IUSB is changing to the north, in a
way that symbolizes another maturing. The
northern gatekeeper of IUSB has been a
Coca-Cola bottling plant. It is falling, and a
new classroom and office building will rise
next to the parking garage that already
establishes a taller northern horizon.

not be so strong, had the campus not
reached so many academic and intellectual milestones.
House Rep. B. Patrick Bauer has
campaigned long and hard for money
and support to build the library, the parking garage, the office building, to acquire
the Playland property across the river,
and - next on the list - an academic activities building. To him, the physical
changes that mark the campus represent
a catching up with other developments.
"IUSB is one of the fastest growing
campuses, population-wise and program
wise. It's potential growth is even greater
for the future because we've enlarged its
program base. It will attract more students," says Bauer.
In the last decade, student enrollment has grown by 40 percent. Since the
early 1990s, the number of degree programs has grown from 85 to more than
100. The complex worlds in Asia, the
broadsweeping changes in Russia, the
challenges to economic and political stability in Europe, come to the doors not

G

arages may not be glamorous,
but this three-story edifice, once
joined to the new classroom building, will
deliver students to social science and
humanities classes without their ever facing the cruel Indiana elements. The story of
IUSB 's dramatic transition is not understood without realizing that these two
buildings reach out to what Cohen calls
"our core" - local, commuter students.
The mood to put these physical
changes in a developmental context would

The new classroom/office building design.

through classes, but the more than 215
foreign students who choose IUSB for
their American higher education experience.
Faculty win the most prestigious
research grants, publish in the most competitive journals. Every division marshals its academic or vocational talents
and moves into the community - supporting business, health and education across
the seven counties in the university's service area.
Curious that the faculty also seem to
win inordinate numbers of teaching
awards, Eileen Bender, assistant to the
chancellor, counted up the faculty accolades. One in four full-time faculty has
been acknowledged for excellence in
teaching.
Like the balancing influences of
physical developments to the north and
south, the university balances the changing face of the faculty and student body
with out-reach programs and services
that help the part-time, commuter student. Innovations abound to tie those students into a network of belonging.

M

ore than 1,000 new enrollees
and family members warmed
up to IUSB the day before fall classes
began, with an event that combined
music, socializing and club activities
with opportunities to accomplish the
mundane: getting ID pictures, books and
library cards. Freshmen have mentorsexperienced students who will stick by
them for the first semester, telling them
the ins and outs. Honors students run a
tutoring service for those who need academic help. The campus even worries
about students who have enrolled in the

"I USB is one of the

fastest growing
campuses. It's potential
growth is even greater
for the future because
we've enlarged its
program base."
-Rep. B. Patrick Bauer
(D-South Bend)
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Jennifer Burkowski (far
left), president of the
IUSB Student
Association, gathers
signatures for an academic activities building.
George V Nazaroff,
associate professor of
chemistry, demonstrates an e.,perimental
technique.
A student absorbs the
lessons of a criminal
justice class.
past, but dropped out. They are counted
among the IUSB family, and courted
through a special newsletter
Connections.
Although IUSB works to attract the
profession-bound 18-year-old who once
went away to college, campus personnel
work as hard or harder for the student
whose outside obligations make their
hold on college plans tenuous at best.
"And we make no excuses. They are
good students, students who are a part of
who we are," sa id Lester C. Lamon, vice
chancellor for academic affairs. "We
don't have to force them into a mold
that 's like the liberal arts campuses we
perhaps came from ourselves."
This "no excuses" attitude is, Lamon
thinks, the rock-solid foundation that
parallels our changing physical look.
"There's a sense of unity. Our selfimage begins to take on some clarity. We
have a certain amount of confidence in
ourselves as being a university in practically every way that identifies a university," he said. "As much as anything,
we're beginning to look like a real campus, as much as a child begins to look
like an adult."

R

eal campuses also have students
with causes. Jennifer
Burkowski, student association president, is leading a campaign for the academic activities building, which will provide a place for such non-classroom
activities as clubs, day care, food service
and physical exercise. The Student
Association is gathering petition signatures to be presented to the IV Board of
Trustees.
"Without it, it's hard to organize
activities on campus. There's no reason
for students to come back here. I think it
would boost student emollment," she
said.
As much as the bridge that will cross

the river, the academic
activities building will
join IUSB 's two kjnds
of student bodies the increasing number
of traditional, full-time students and the
part-time commuter students-in a place
where they can have an IUSB life separate from the classroom.
Having grown into a campus that is
comfortable serving many populations
with many different means, IUSB has
earned its dramatic physical definition.
"It's pretty here," thought James
Mullins, director of the library, on a late
summer day when he stopped to sit in the
sun. "There's a symmetry and balance to
the campus we've never had ."
It didn 't used to be, and people are
only now beginning to realize what was
missing-Mullins calls it a sense of
place. As project coordinator on the
library and planner, for the first two
years, of the new classroom/office building, Mullins has a keen sense of the symbolism of buildings.
He points, for example, to the
bricked and landscaped mall in front of
the library, and the fact that the garage
and classroom/office building will close
a quadrangle that unifies the campus. In
this classic university landscaping
design, buildings face toward one another, surrounding a center space of students
who are touched both by the familiarity
and beauty of the structures.
"A college environment is supposed
to be a kind of a haven," he said. A
cathedral type peak, like those that
define the top of the Schurz library, are
meant not only to define a line but to
present the sense that the purpose of
higher education is to extend thoughts
and minds upward.
rJliat the river will be part of the
~ampus is no small point to

_l

Mullins or Roemer, for that matter.
Mullins recalls that without the river,
there would have been no
passing explorers, no resource
for the industries that built our
futures. "By crossing the
river, something integral to the
community is becoming integral to
the campus," Mullins said.
Moreover, IUSB becomes the
caretaker of our community's most
historic resource, according to
Roemer.
Roemer moved Congress to
approve some $400,000 toward
planning of the transition of the
waterfront to a recreational and
housing area that will maintain
"'11
the delicate waterfront ecosyslhis funding will help
tem.
IUSB to continue Lo grow
"This funding will help
IUSB to continue to grow and
and expand ed ucation
expand education to more peoto more people in our
ple in our community. It also
will help to preserve one of our
comm unity.
greatest assets, the St. Joseph
It also will help to
River, so we can continue to
use its resources without
preserve one of our
depleting them,'' Roemer said.
greatesL assets,
That some of these planslike the academic activities
the St. Joseph River."
building-<lo not yet mark the
-U.S. Congressman Tim Roemer
horizon may itself be symbolic. As much as the campus has
changed, there is more to do.
"We're just in midstream," said Bauer. •

J
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sent him, "And then I forgot about it."
Afew weeks later, he found himself
selected to go to Ethiopia to teach music.
He was stunned.
Although he had received training in
virtually every orchestra and band instrument, he.was unprepared to teach high
school band in Ethiopia. "Wben I got
there, they had no
music," be said.
"I went to talk to
the military U11iversity's band
leader and he told
me' We play
everythi ng by
heart."'
A few weeks
later, the nation
celebrated the
birthday of
Emperor Haile
Selassie I.
Esselstrom knew
that military and
school bands traditionally marched through the streets,
playing music in honor of the occasion.
He used the event as an opportunity to
capture some of the region's indigenous
music. "I had the president of the student
association follow these bands around all
day, tape recording them," he said.
Esselstrom then translated the parts of
every instrUJnent for each piece of music,
committing them to paper as he went
along.
As a career move, Esselstrom said
the two years he spent in Ethiopia were
wasted. "But in terms of becoming a person they were invaluable," he said.

His rk Seems
Like Play
By Lori Harmon

M

ichael Esselstrom, professor of
music composition and conductor
of the Elkhart Symphony
Orchestra, said he did not dream of a
music career when he was a child. "I
wanted to be a medical doctor."
Two things changed his mind.
One was the Chicago Youth
Orchestra, where he played under the
direction of Desire Defauw, conductor
emeritus of the Ch icago Symphony
Orchestra. That experience gave
Esselstrom a feel for the magic of performance.
"We gave a couple of concerts at
Orchestra Hall, which, of course, was
then the orchestra hall," said this year's
recipient of the Eldon Lundquist
Fellowship.
Then Esselstrom discovered the
magic of paid performance. At age 13, he
and three friends formed a band. The
family of one of the band members asked
them to play at a wedding reception.
Afterward, each of the boys was paid $5.
"I thought, what a great way to spend
your life-having so much fun and getting paid."
Another defining event in
Esselstrom's life came at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where
he was working on a bachelor's in music
education in the early 1960s. A poster for
the Peace Corps caught his eye and, on a
whim he took one of the tear-off phone
numbers to call for more infotmation.
Esselstrom said he filled out the card they

W

hen he returned to the states,
Esselstrom went to Columbia
University for his master's in conducting.
In 1967 he joined Robert Demaree, now
dean of the Division of Arts, serving as
part of the core of what became an internationally recognized music program.
For the past 15 years, Esselstrom has
conducted the Elkhart Symphony
Orchestra. From 1981 to 1991 he also
conducted the Kokomo Symphony
Orchestra.
Esselstrom said he gave up the position with the Kokomo Orchestra because
the com.mute, which he made about 40
times per year, demanded too much time.
"It was a difficult decision to make," he
said. "The people there were very
nice...and the orchestra played well."
Before taking the positions with the
Elkhart and Kokomo orchestras,
Esselstrom frequently published articles
on music education. He said he wants to
return to writing to pass along the practical experience he has gained. "My career
has come full circle," be said.
Esselstrom and his wife, Lois, also
plan to return to Vienna next fall, when
he will be on sabbatical. The trip comes
21 years after his first visit to the city,
where he studied under Hans
Swarowsky, the world's leading teacher
of conducting at the tinle.
Recalling that period in his life,
Esselstrom said he used to tell his wife
"I'm going to work- I'm going to the
opera again." Now, the man who said he
considers himself lucky because "my
work and my hobby are the same thing,"
said he is looking forward to ''going and
soaking up the music of Vienna" once
again. •
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Leadership by Challenge:

's New President
By Gail Hinchion Mancini

IU President
Myles Brand arrived
for a day-long
visit to IUSB with a
forceful clip and
an ambitious agenda.
The front door of the Administratioa Building
had barely closed behind him when he was

footprints on the path he wiu take as the
university's 16th pre ident. It will be a
voyage on which IUSB will walk shoulder
to shoulder with its sister campuses. Those
who keep up will do so through initiative.
And of the many qualities Brand has noted
about IUSB, it's initiative.
"IUSB is an extremely strong campus,

facing the local press and declaring IUSB

far along in its evolution and develop-

"one of the jewels in the crown of Indiana

ment. IUSB has the best chance of all the

University."

regionals to develop a national model of

On a whirlwind tour of the campus and
South Bend last month, Brand left distinct

what a regioaal university ought to be
like," Brand said.
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E

mbellishing this compliment in
varying venues throughout his visit,
Brand described a world of higher education that suffers from a lack of definition. The fastest growing group of college students are the kind IUSB serves often long out of high school, attached to
their jobs, in search of high-quality higher education in their own back yards.
Institutions like IUSB may be providing a major part of higher education

dares, it seems more relevant to note that
he grew up in Brooklyn, N.Y. Or that he
regenerates on backwoods hiking jaunts.
He typically starts his in-town days by
pumping iron.
Brand says he wants to "turn loose
the creative energies" of the smaller IU
campuses. John Walda, a Fort Wayne
attorney and president of the IU Board of
Trustees, predicts Brand will take this
theme beyond flattery.
"One thing he 's trying to
encourage is some competition between the
campuses. That 's how
you get innovative ideas
rising to the top," Walda
said.
That the smaller,
commuter campuses
have special weight and
individual status is an
intricate part of Brand 's
vision for IU as a major
academic competitor and for survival.
In the search last year for a successor to President Thomas Ehrlich, Brand
stood out as someone who had faced the
challenges of survival. During his previ-

''IUSB is an extremely strong campus,

far along in its evolution and development.

IUSB has the best chance of all the (campuses) to
develop a national model of what a regional
university ought to be like.''
- Myles Brand

service, but the field has no model for
what these institutions should be. Brand
urged IUSB fac ulty to imagine the day
when "someone from North Carolina
would say 'I want us to be like IUSB. "'
"Can you take this next step?" he
challenged, during a meeting with the
faculty. "We ' ll see."
Brand may be a philosopher by academic training. But when he issues such

ous assignment, as president of the
University of Oregon, Brand commandeered an institution that was just being
hit by a tax revolt. Brand had to downscale staff and eliminate programs.
Reportedly, Brand engineered a change
that left the university smaller but better.
"Under very difficult circumstances,
he has come up with creative and positive results from what could have been a
negative situation," Walda said.

B

rand brings battle experience to
a state that has had no war, but
has seen lean times. Once a provost at
The Ohio State University and a onetime member of the University of
Illinois-Chicago faculty, Brand understands the ebb and flow of higher education funding in the Midwest: when the
economy is poor, lawmakers pull in the
belt.
Arriving when the Midwestern
economy is on the upswing, Brand is

Students made a pitch for an academic activities building during a meeting with
Myles Brand, new lU President.
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''We're seeing a radical transition based on economic
issues. From now until the end of the decade, we will
work in a highly fiscally constrained atmosphere.''
-Myles Brand

0

optimistic that the legislature wiU begin
refortifying the state's higher education
resources. At the same time. Brand is
advancing a presidential stance in which
he must do more than make sure the
machine is oiled. He also is working to
convince the public that the machine
remains necessary, that it is neither
faulty nor obsolete.
n h.is fall sweep of the campuses,
Brand asked that he be booked to
address local Rotary Clubs. Members of
the South Bend club triggered the defensive element of his public education
campaign by questioning the use of
teaching assistants. Are they a low-quality staffing alternative unjustified by the
high cost of tuition?
Likening teaching assistants to the
physician residents and interns who train

in hospitals, Brand defended such experiences as the university's obligation. He
forcefully denounced the increasingly
popular notion that research in higher
education was professorial playtime. And
he put the wisdom of university research
in understandable terms: these projects
bring millions of dollars to the state and
thousands of jobs.
"It's a misunderstanding of the
entire enterprise when you think you can
pull apart teaching and research," he
said, in commanding tones. Unless
instructors gather the cutting-edge information for their students, university
instructors are not fulfilling their contracts.
At the same time, he sympathized
with those who are paying ever-rising
college tuition. In his premier budget,
Brand eschews the common university
practice of presenting a wish list. Instead,
he has presented a modest budget with a
built-in challenge to legislators: IU will
cap tuition to cost of living increases if
the General Assembly provides small

Brand took questions following an address to the South Bend Rotary Club.

increases. All he asks is a little extra to
turn back infrastructural deterioration.
He would like a pittance, as well, to fund
programs like IUSB 's Master of Social
Work degree, which is running without
state support.
Brand splices this message of
fiscal conservatism with a promise to do
better with less. Throughout his visit, he
pointedly advanced word of the telecommunications network that will link IU's
campuses and reach student who have
inadequate access to those sites.
Would local students be able to take
Bloomington courses? "And also to
Bloomington fimn here," Brand responded. ''There are faculty with specialties
here whom Bloomington students should
have access to."
Brand's forthright approach won
approval from the varying campus constituencies he addressed. Jay Zych, of the
student newspaper, The Preface, watched
Brand with student leaders. ·'He was a
heavy-hitter. But he was down to earth,
too."
South Bend businessman Robert
Laven saw numerous college presidents
in action as a one-time member of the
Indiana Commission for Higher
Education. Laven admired Brand 's
attempt to welcome a debate about
accountability, as well as the new president's effort to help set the tone of the
debate.

J
I
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ANew I<ind of

Presidential Spouse
By Gail Hinchion Mancini

L

ate in his South Bend tour,
Brand met with the fac ulty
about whom he had been so complimentary, and tried to enli st them in this campaign for reshaping the public's perspecti ve of higher education.
Suit coat off, shirt sleeves ro lled up,
the president had traded the fo rmality of a
podium for a can of cold soda - an antidote to an unseasonably hot September
day. The salesman's cadence dropped, and
Brand's voice took on the softness of a
physician's bedside manner.
"I hate to say this, but times are going
to be lean," Brand predicted. The primary
and secondary schools, the con-ectional
system, the social service agencies, deteriorating roads and bridges, "are just goi ng
to dominate.
"We're seeing a radical transition
based on economic issues. From now until
the end of the decade, we will work in a
highly fiscal ly constrained atmosphere."
And the problem isn't just money, but
what he calls "serious higher education
bashing. What is really taking place here
is blaming the victim. We've got to
change the conversation to something that
makes sense. Our graduation rates. The
progress of our students toward degrees.
How well our students perform when they
leave us."
Patricia Washington, director of the
master of social work program, had just
heard Brand vow to eke out funding for
her shoestring operation. She was ready to
help.
"What do you want from us?" she
asked Brand, who was arching his back to
shift weary vertebrae.
"Probably do what you 're doing," he
said. "I don't want anything from you, you
wouldn 't expect from yourselves." •

When Peg Brand makes her fall visit
to IUSB, it won't be on the arm of
her husband, President Myles Brand.
A philosopher, printmaker and painter, Mrs. Brand instead will deliver a
scholarly lecture at IUSB on how female visual artists have found their voices
through the centuries by parodying the works of males. The slide show-lecture
begins with a cartoon depicting a disappointed book tore customer. r.==;:::::=;=::;;:;:;;.;::!:!:===;i
"We don 't have a humor section here," barks the proprietor. "This
is a feminist bookstore."
Mrs. Brand laughs as she delivers the punch line, although
she must have seen the cartoon a hundred times. "And they say
feminists aren't supposed to have senses of humor," she laments.
There's no point trying to peg Peg, whose dominant characteristic is the ready tinkle of laughter.
A IU's first presidential spou e/faculty member, she breaks
the mold of the presidential wife who has moved on from housekeeping and child-rearing to a strenuou chedule of philanthropy
on the university's behalf.
P.g Brand is developing the idea of female artistic parodies into a book
and in January, she begins teaching again, as she did at the University of
Oregon. She takes these steps in hopes of earning tenure on Bloomington's
philosophy department.
Sympathetic, almost maternal comments about students loop through
her thoughts on feminism. philosophy and marriage, as though her mission to
teach represents the circle to which the others are linked.
Yet anyone who saw Mrs. Brand during the home game against
Minnesota this fall knows that she also tackles duties as the presidential
spouse with energy. They just had to look fast. She began the morning by giving a scholarly lecture, then bolted across campus to the presidential festivities
and the stadium box. There, she was on her own again, standing in for
President Brand, who had a previous commitment.
And don't count her among faculty to decry the importance of football.
"Many of our alumni remain connected to us because of football. And kids get
college degrees who otherwise would not be in college," she said.
In fact, Mrs. Brand evokes a football analogy to define the "teamwork"
that defines her relationship with her husband: the kind of elegant and knowing improvisation one sees when the game plan has gone wrong but the play,
because of practice and intuition and heart, survives.
Talking about her varied roles, Mrs. Brand takes a breath, then wistfully
concedes: "Sometimes I feel split in two."
Yet her perspective about her role at lU is clearly holistic.
"I find I benefit the university by having a more inclusive view of how
the university works. What it's like to be a student, and how the university
interacts with the community." •

'EOPLE
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Marian Martin Pettengill is working to expand educational options for
nurses as new dean of the IUSB School
of Nursing.
With the health field shifting toward
new options and cost-saving approaches,
Pettengill predicts a shortage in nurses
with advanced training such as master's
degrees. Pettengill has extensive experience in administering clinical agencies,
in academic nursing programs and in the
operation of professional associations.
Before joining the faculty, she was executive director of the Midwest Alliance in
Nursing and administrator of the
Midwest Nursing Research Society.
Doris Walker, first director of
Educational Leadership at IUSB, says
her new job must be important to have
tom her away from her previous post and
true love - administering a high school.
Walker served as principal of East
Lansing (Michigan) High School before
joining the IUSB education faculty last
summer. Walker will oversee the restructuring of the education division's program for training principals, a collaborative effort with four local public school
districts. Educators in the new program
will be assigned to local schools and
receive training based on the problems
and realities of today's schools.
John L. McIntosh, professor of
psychology, and Richard W. Hubbard,
assistant professor of psychology, are coauthors of Elder Suicide: Research,
Theory and Treatment, published by the
American Psychological Association,
Washington, DC. The publication of this
book by the professional association
most connected to the field of psychology and psychiatry is an important sign
that attention to the elderly is undergoing
a much-needed increase, according to
Mcfntosh.
Alumni Affairs Director Kay
Morrin Cochrane has been named
assistant vice chancellor for alumni
affairs and current giving. Cochrane will
oversee such fund-raising activities as
the Chancellor 's Society, alumni
phonathons and direct mail campaigns.
She will continue to run the campus
alumni affairs office, edit the alumni
magazine Vision and coordinate the
chancellor's Task Force for Legislative
Action.

Walda
Pettengill

Sweeden

Cochrane

Walker

Fred Ziolkowski is interim site
administrator of the Purdue Technology
Programs. He expects to oversee IUSB
Purdue programs through the academic
year. Brian Sturm's position as acting
assistant director of the School of Library
Sciences heralds the expansion of that
program. IUSB's SLIS program joins
IUPU1 and IUB as the three sites that
will be offering the program. Full-time
faculty are expected on board by next
fall. Gretchen L. Anderson, chemistry,
has received a $20,000 grant from the
Petroleum Research Fund for her work
on the interaction of arsenite with arsenite oxidase. Anderson, William Feighery
and Geraldine Huitink, all of the
Chemistry Department, also have been
awarded $18,000 by the National Science
Foundation Chemical Instrumentation
Grant Program. The matching grant is to
purchase a BAS IOOB/W Electrochemical Workstation.
Jonathan J. Housand Jr., president
and general manager of WN1T, is recipient of the Lewis S. AnnstrongAward
from the IUSB Division of Business and
Economics. The award annually
acknowledges an Elkhart business person
for distinguished achievement, leadership
and contribution to the advancement of
business and the quality of life in
Michiana. It is sponsored by the Skyline
Corporation of Elkhart. The recipient is

selected by a panel of business representatives and IUSB business and economics faculty.
Brenda E. Knowles, professor of
business and economics, won the
Charles M. Hewitt Excellence in
Teaching Award in the Master Teacher
Symposium held last summer in conjunction with the annual meeting of the
Academy of Legal Studies in Business
(ALSB) in Dallas. She was one of 11
invited presenters in the juried competition. Her presentation was titled
"Classroom Chromatics: Tints (Hints)
for Colorizing the Pedagogical Palette."
School of Public and Environmental
Affairs graduate student Warren
Sapoznick received a $15,000 grant
from the Indiana State Department of
Health-HIV Prevention Projects to run a
prevention/education program in St.
Joseph County called Stop AIDS. He
applied for the grant as a SPEA class
assignment.
Fort Wayne attorney John D. Walda
bas stepped back into the presidency of
the IU Board ofTrustees, succeeding
Robert H. McKinney. Walda served as
IU Trustee president from 1992-93. He

was re-elected to the position in midAugust. Frederick F. Eichhorn Jr. of
Hanunond and P.A. Mack of
Bloomington are serving as board vicepresidents. Ann Whitlock Swedeen of
Muncie rejoined the board after being
elected this summer to a new three-year
tenn. She previously served the board
from 1986-92.
Donald M. Griffith, Gayle
McKinney-Griffith and Tony Droege
represented the Division of the Arts in
Berlin, Gennany this summer where they
presented perfonnances of Dance and
Action Painting in Berlin's Carrousel
Theatre. IUSB students appeared as well.
Patricia Lodyga, BS'76, will serve
another four years as the Third
Congressional District's representative to
the lndiana Commission for Higher
Education.
IUSB academic programs are bolstered this fall by the appointments of
some 30 new full-time and visiting faculty. New to campus are William
Breedlove, sociology; Patricia Calkins,
Gennan; Jean Chambers, philosophy;
Yi Cheng, mathematics; Louise ColJins,
philosophy; Susan Cress, education;
Carrie Fried, psychology; Frank
Fujita, psychology; Karen Gindele,
English; Yoshiko Green, foreign language; Gail Thompson Hadley, education.
Also, Mike Lasater, mass communications; Monika Lynker, physics;
Barbara MacMillian, dental assisting;
Kenneth Mentor, school of public and
environmental affairs; Nancy Morris,
nursing, and Marilyn Nash, education.
Kenneth Smith, English; Monica
Tetzlaff, history; Daniel Vitaglione, foreign language; Benjamin Withers, art
history, and Colleen White, radiography.
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o · Katie Humphreys. the campaign
ii is a new twist on a public service
career that has followed many paths.
Humphreys, MS'74, is the
Democratic Party's draft choice for state
treasurer.
"Basically, I was asked (to run.) I
received a call from officials of the state
Democratic Party. After discussing it
with my family and talking to the
governor, l decided it was something
I would do."
Win or lose in November, the
candidate says she finds the campaign rewarding, especially the
almost daily travel around the state
to meet voters.
Such work is a natural extension
of a career with several chapters.
After receiving her undergraduate degree in education from Western
Michigan University in 1967,
Humphreys taught school for three
years. When her two children were
young, she pursued her master's
degree in special education and
taught at lUSB.
She also worked
with the developmentally disabled
and managed six
group homes.

Humphreys' third career, in health
care began in 1976, when she worked
for the Northern Indiana Health Systems
Agency, Inc. She left the field in 1988
when South Bend Mayor Joe Kernan
appointed her city controller. Four years
later, Indiana Gov. Evan Bayh picked
Humphreys to be deputy director of the
State Budget Agency in Indianapolis. An
appointment followed as commissioner
of the Department of Administration.
The positions allowed her to develop
the practices that reflect her platform,
which she describes as conservative fiscal policy blended with creative financial
leadership.
a
phreys left her commissioner's post in May to campaign full time.
Long hours and multiple responsibilities will continue for the 48-year-old

the greater the
opportunity to
make a difference."
On the local
level, Lyn
Leone, MPA'82,
is the
Democratic contender for
Indiana state
senate seat of
District 11,
which covers
northern St.
Joseph and
Elkhart countie .
1n addition, the
attorney is an
adjunct instructor at TUSB,

IUSB

-

they 're more than
welcome to come
aboard and help
out."
The 46-year-old
South Bend resident grew up in
Elkhart and startLeone
ed her master 's in
public administration at IU in 1976,
pursuing a law degree concurrently. At
the same time she also was the contract administrator and program review
specialist for the city of South Bend.
"I was working with law all the
time. I realized I needed a law degree
to have the extra tools and skills to be
effective in public service," she said.
Indiana's state senators are considered part-time public servants. Leone
says, if elected, she would pursue the
work full time, opening a local office
with some of her senate salary. She
also would continue supporting education by organizing positions for student
interns and encouraging them to
become involved. •

ALUMNAE SEEK
PUBLIC OFFICE

Humphreys

By Bob Kronemyer

South Bend
native if she is
successful in her
bid for public
office. "The
treasurer is
responsible for
investing the
state's budget of
$1 t billion," she
explains.
"Public service
is an important
profession. The
more you get
involved in what
you're doing, the
stronger your
commitment and

where she alternates classes in
"Introduction to Public Policy" and
"Law & Public Policy" in the School of
Public and Environmental Affairs.

w
ile Leone's campaign experience might seem good anecdotal territory for her students, she has been careful
to separate her teaching from her political pursuits. Last winter, she immediately told her students she was in the running, "so that if any of you feel it would
be a conflict (of interest), please, by all
means, take the option of withdrawing
from class."
The teacher also makes it clear that
she will not discuss her political ambitions or solicit support- at least while
they're her students. "Afte1wards,

As Vision goes to press. several IUSB
alumni are candidates on the November ballot.
Although space prevents us from listing each
candidate, we do acknowledge their service to
com1111111ity and wish them success in their pursuit.for public office. Editor
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Giving Matter s
By Douglas B. Hartford

"Why does

a public university
like IUSB need
private support?"

"D oesn't the

state pay for
everything
you really

D

need?"

hear these questions when I
contact friends and alumni
about gifts to support IUSB. Usually, I
explain about decreasing levels of state
support, or about the growing disparity
between the revenues received from
tuition and the real costs of operating
your university.
The state of Indiana has done a
great deal to provide the academic nucleus of the university. But lawmakers have
steadily decreased the level of support
over the past decade in the face of a tight
economy and growing demands from
other state agencies and the federal government.
This decline in state support has
been made up through steadily increasing
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tuition. To have
failed to do so
would have serious1y eroded the quality
of an IUSB education. All of us-students, faculty, staff and alumni-have
worked too hard for too long to let that
happen.
The numbers are simple enough.
Last year, IUSB 's operating budget was
approximately $32.1 million. The campus' state appropriation was approximately $17.8 million-slightly more
than half of the total budget. A few years
ago, state appropriations provided nearly
70 percent of the campus's operating
funds. Tuition currently covers another
37 percent of the costs. State support
plus tuition provided a little over 90 percent of last year's budget.
But the numbers mask the real
impact of private gifts. They don't tell
about the nursing student who, after
overcoming difficult health and fanlily
problems, was able to attend IUSB
because of a private scholarship. Funds
that were there because a generous donor
realized how much all our futures
depend on making higher education
available to all who can benefit.
Numbers don't tell the story of a
faculty member who expanded the use of
computers and other technological
advances in his classroom because farsighted donors saw the need to provide

the campus with the ability to undertake
innovative ideas.
Numbers don 't tell the story of a
youth theater run by an IUSB facu lty
member that exposed inner city children
to a world beyond street comers and
gangs. A project made possible because a
corporate foundation saw a way to
improve the quality of life in its community.
Not all the stories are front-page
news, but every gift make a difference.
Gifts provide tl1e opportunity for students
to attend conferences in their areas of
study, for faculty to maintain their level
of expertise in their disciplines, for
departments to acquire equipment that
keeps courses at the forefront of today's
knowledge explosion.
At IUSB, gifts combine with public
support, giving each private dollar leverage it could not gain in other charitable
arenas. The public-private partnership
which created the Franklin D. Schurz
Library is a classic example of how the
impact of gift dollars are magnified.

In my years in public univer ities I
have been fortunate to observe firsthand
the difference private gifts can make. I
have seen the on-going opportunities
endowed scholarships have provided to
generations of students. I have watched
with awe as academic programs have
grown in richness and stature as the
result of endowed professorships. I have
seen how the gifts of many can be combined to create innovative and exciting
programs not possible within the confines of limited state budgets. And I
have been privileged to see the richness
that such gifts have brought to the lives
of donors themselves.
This is true because gifts to illSB
are gifts to people. They touch and
enhance the lives of students and faculty
members who in tum, touch other Lives
in an ever growing circle. Winston
Churchill, perhaps said it best-"We
make a living by what we get, but we
make a life by what we give." •

Douglas B. Hartford is IUSB vice chancel/or for external
affairs. He draws his observations about private giving from his
work in fund-raising at IUSB and prior posts ar the University
ofCalifornia, Davis and the University ofSouthern Colorado.
He holds a doctoral degree in Educational Administration and
Management from the University of Northern Colorado and a
master's degree in Television and Radio from Syracuse
University.
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